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The majority of people have some type of social media account. Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are the way
everyday people interact with the world. One in four individuals across the world actively use social media,
and that number is expected to rise rapidly. Although there is still a stigma attached to substance use disorders,
medical science now recognizes addiction as a disease that impacts the brain. It affects people from all
backgrounds and not simply an issue of being morally or ethically correct. This new understanding of
addiction as a medical condition has helped many individuals step out of the shame that kept them from
sharing their situation with others. While isolation can make addiction worse, connecting with others and
creating a support system are important parts of recovery. But sharing too much personal information on
social media can be dangerous. Considering the negative and positive outcomes of communicating on social
media can help you or a loved one find balance. In many ways, social media acts like a virtual gathering of
individuals from all walks of life. If someone has a subject that is highly personal or still traumatic, it may be
better to limit the audience for these difficult subjects to personal conversations in trusted settings.
Cyber-bullying is a chronic social media problem. A recent study found that up to 24 percent of adolescents
had experienced bullying online. Social media can also promote and encourage the use of substances. This is
especially difficult for individuals who are in early recovery or active addiction. Photos and posts of parties
and jokes about substance use have been shown to gradually ease perceptions of these serious issues. This can
be difficult for individuals who are struggling to stay clean and sober and may minimize its importance.
Internet addiction often co-occurs with depression, anxiety and other addictions. Tweet This Social media can
also become an addiction. In fact, recent brain imaging studies have shown that addiction to the internet
results in the same brain changes associated with substance use disorders. And internet addiction often
co-occurs with depression, anxiety and other addictions. Individuals committed to living life without addiction
offer advice and assistance to one another. Rehab treatment reviews, treatment locators, published scientific
research and meeting finders help those struggling reach out for help. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and other
social platforms help individuals in recovery to reach out and support other individuals who have similar
experiences. The power of in-person connections, as well as support from experienced recovery professionals,
licensed counselors and treatment programs cannot be over-emphasized. But social media can be useful in
helping those who struggle learn to talk openly about their recovery journey. If you or someone you love has
struggled with addiction, consider the following resources to help aid the recovery process: Social Media
Support Groups.
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It is important to differentiate the psychosocial framework, which is a distinctive practice model, from the
psychosocial or person-situation perspective that informs social work practice generally. The psychosocial
framework originated in the early history of the social work profession and evolved greatly over time in
response to new theoretical and practice developments. It exerted a major influence on social work practice,
particularly from the s to the s, when it was the dominant social casework approach, particularly on the East
Coast. Its goals were to restore, maintain, and enhance the personal and social functioning of individuals
through mobilizing strengths; supporting coping capacities; building self-esteem; modifying dysfunctional
patterns of thinking, feeling, and relating to others; linking people to necessary resources; and alleviating
environmental stressors. Although it originally incorporated Freudian and ego psychological concepts, it has
always drawn on both psychological and social theories. As new practice models developed in the s, the
psychosocial framework waned in importance, but it later underwent a resurgence. It continued to occupy an
important place among an expanded repertoire of approaches and contributed to the generation of some of the
newer practice models, such as crisis intervention. In recent years there have been numerous extensions to the
psychosocial framework, which continues to be used widely by social work practitioners, particularly those
who consider themselves to be clinical social workers. It may be more accurate today to describe the
psychosocial framework as a perspective that guides practice rather than as a discrete practice model.
Nevertheless, it does rely on a core of theoretical concepts and practice principles. Introductory Works There
are many excellent descriptions of the psychosocial framework that provide readers with an introductory
overview of the approach. Turner is a detailed description of Florence H. Recent publications that discuss the
psychosocial framework and include its more contemporary extensions are Goldstein an encyclopedia entry,
and Woods and Robinson The most recent and up-to-date summary of the psychosocial framework is Turner
In The encyclopedia of social work. Edited by Terry Mizrahi and Larry E. New York and Washington, DC:
The psychosocial approach to casework practice. In Theories of social casework. Edited by Robert W. Roberts
and Robert H. This chapter by Hollis is an early summary of the psychosocial model of practice that she put
forth. In Social work treatment: Edited by Francis J. Edited by Albert R. Psychosocial theory and social work
treatment.
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Print In an era in which Hollywood is loaded with partisan left-wingers who use their personal platforms to
bash the president of the United States and his administration on a regular basis, it can be refreshing to see one
celebrity use his platform for good. That has been the case for actor James Woods this week. Woods has been
using his official Twitter account to help people in need. Families of those who have lost people also used the
hashtag and tweeted at Woods about their missing family members â€” sometimes along with their contact
information so that others could get in touch if they heard or discovered anything. He is in stage 4 cancer; she
is mostly bedridden. I cannot reach him. Please tell me if he is seen anywhere. My previous tweet did not have
a photo. Richard Wayne Wilson and Suzanne Wilson. He is in stage 4 cancer, she is mostly bedridden.
Assume they evacuated, but have heard nothing from them all day. They are not tech savvy. If you see them,
please let me know. These two ladies have yet to make contact with relatives. They are safe in Durham. Please
reach out to me if you know who these women are. Your thousands of retweets of invaluable information
literally saved lives. God bless you all. Tom Joyce is a freelance writer from the South Shore of
Massachusetts. He covers sports, pop culture, and politics and has contributed to The Federalist, Newsday, and
other outlets.
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Classical conditioning and operant conditioning describe how we learn from direct experience. However,
humans usually learn by observing others. This is called social learning. Social learning is the most common
way that people learn. Therefore, it has important implications for recovery efforts. In this section, we limit
our discussion to the learning that occurs within social groups. These groups may include the family, peers
groups, and the larger community. We will further discuss the powerful influence of other social groups in
another section. The social interactions that have the greatest influence are with the people who mattered to us
as we grew up. This includes parents and other family members. It might also include a neighbor or teacher.
Maybe we noticed our parents only ever relaxed and had fun when they gambled perhaps playing cards with
friends. Maybe they coped with stress by smoking pot. Maybe we observed they never socialized unless they
were drinking. If we observed these sorts of things then we will be more likely to try out these behaviors as
well. This is because we have learned through observation that gambling, smoking pot, and drinking achieved
a positive result. In the absence of other healthier examples, it would seem those activities were good ways to
relax, have fun, and reduce stress. We can attribute this to social learning. People have a powerful need for
social interaction. Therefore, it becomes important to consider the compelling social nature of many
addictions. Many types of addiction require at least the cooperation of other people. Some types of addictions
afford opportunities for pleasing social discourse and interaction as well. For example, heroin addicts often
help one another obtain and use the drug. Alcohol is a frequent and often central feature of many social
venues. Gambling casinos strive to provide an exciting social atmosphere. As addiction progresses, there are
fewer opportunities for the addicted person to interact with healthy, non-addicted persons. This is because
friends and family eventually disengage from the addict. It is nearly impossible to free yourself from an
addiction without forming new relationships with healthier people, while disengaging from people who are
not. This is one of the reasons that support groups are helpful in addiction recovery. These groups such as AA
immediately provide a source of social support. Support groups promoting moderation or abstinence date back
at least to the s White, Time spent with others in recovery reduces the amount of peer pressure to engage in
addiction. From a social learning perspective, support groups offer opportunities to observe and interact with
healthier people. When we apply social learning theory to addictions treatment, the usual treatment goals
include: These refusal skills are very important because recovering people cannot altogether eliminate contact
with their former addicted friends. This is particularly true during the early stages of recovery.
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This communication system sends information through a vast network of interconnecting neurons. Overtime,
the brain develops a preferred or standard pathway to send signals between neurons neural pathways.
However, because of new scientific developments we now know the brain is much more dynamic than we
thought. The human brain continues to create new neurons and form neural pathways throughout our entire
lifespan. Thus, neurons are dynamic cells that are constantly adapting to changing circumstances. This ability
is known as neuronal plasticity. Scientists found that neuroplasticity regulates learning processes and helps us
to adapt to our surroundings. As early as , the neuroscientist Donald Hebb claimed that neurons that frequently
fire together form stronger linkages. In other words, "neurons that fire together, wire together. To better
understand neuroplasticity, an analogy may be helpful. The more we travel a path, the faster, easier, and more
familiar that path becomes. As we travel it more and more, it becomes wider, smoother, and easier to travel. It
becomes a preferred route. The same is true of neural pathways. Overtime, the brain forms familiar neural
pathways these become habitual routes. If a familiar route is blocked, the brain eventually forges a new route.
Suppose you walk through the woods each day to visit a friend. You use the same trail each time. One day, as
you travel along your familiar path, you discover a huge tree has fallen over. You will need to forge a new
path to go around the tree. At first, this new path will be narrow, difficult, and slow. It might even be
uncomfortable. Overtime, it will become a well-worn, comfortable path. It will be just as easy as the original
path. New neural pathways are formed as addiction develops. When you take that drug away, the brain must
again form new neural pathways. Just as when we had to forge a new trail in the woods, this is initially
uncomfortable. Neuroplasticity explains why the initial period of recovery is difficult and uncomfortable. But
we know from our hiking trail example, this difficulty is only temporary. This information is very helpful to
know when attempting recovery. We can be successful if we preserve through this brief, uncomfortable
period. Remember, it was difficult and uncomfortable to forge a new pathway around a fallen tree. The same
is true for the initial period of recovery. It can be difficult and uncomfortable while these new neural pathways
are forming. As long as the recovering person does not give up during this initial period of discomfort, new
neural pathways will form that support recovery. These new pathways will become more established and
better developed over time. As they do, recovery becomes easier and more comfortable. We have emphasized
the adaptive, dynamic qualities of our brains ensure our survival. The brain adapts to the strong effects of
addictive drugs and activities. When it does, changes occur in the brain regions associated with reward ,
memory and emotion , decision-making , and stress regulation. These changes to our brain make the repeated
use of addictive substances or activities very compelling. Therefore, although addiction leads to structural
changes in the brain, we are capable of learning new coping skills. We discuss these structural changes in the
next section.
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Settlements, neighbourhoods and associations Robert A. Settlements, neighbourhoods and associations.
Robert Archey Woods played a pivotal role in the introduction and development of university and social
settlements in the United States of America. In this brief assessment we outline his contribution. He appears to
have had a strongly Calvinist upbringing. His father, a successful, small businessman was an active figure in
the local Presbyterian church, but died when Robert was While his academic studies may have left something
to be desired he gained much from the discussions and debates that were part of the College life Woods
Woods was not seeking ordination. He soon fell under the influence of William Jowett Tucker, whose
approach to social economics was deeply critical of charity organization and traditional philanthropy. Woods
was beginning to search for a philosophy that could combine both social and individual salvation see Carson
Robert Woods became a key figure in the introduction and development of university and social settlements in
the United States. Founder and Head of South End House and Secretary of the National Federation of
Settlements from to just before his death he was both an important animator and organizer, and exponent of
settlement work. Many of his important papers were published in as The Neighborhood in Nation Building.
Woods University settlements: In this important piece, Woods reflects on the development of settlement work
in the United States and argues for the fostering of association, co-operation and common welfare. Woods The
recovery of the parish. Originally an address, this piece makes a strong argument for neighbourhood
fellowship and association and looks to role that churches can, and should, play in their cultivation. Further
reading and bibliography Carson, M. Social thought and the American settlement movement, â€” , Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. Mina Carson weaves the history of the North American settlement movement
with an exploration of the thinking and contribution of key actors like Robert A. Champion of democracy,
Boston and New York: Written by his widow, this account of his life is not critical but does provide some
detail about his activities. Collection of key papers and addresses. Houghton, Mifflin and Co. A national
estimate, New York: How to cite this article:
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Our long history and years of experience help clients win their cases. You only pay if we win. We will never
ask for money upfront. If you do not obtain a settlement, you owe us nothing. Our fair fee agreements make it
easy for injured and disabled people to get the lawyer they deserve. The VA disability benefits attorneys at
Woods and Woods have helped thousands of clients get settlements. We will explore all legal avenues
available to you after an injury or disability. We are trusted nationwide. No matter where you live, Woods and
Woods VA disability benefits attorneys can help. Our VA disability benefits lawyers will make sure you
understand the VA claim process. Click here to learn more about applying for VA disability benefits. If you do
not obtain VA disability benefits you do not owe us a penny. Our law firm never charges for phone calls. We
never bill by the hour. We never charge for help with initial applications. Click here to learn about all costs
associated with hiring a VA disability lawyer. Get Help Appealing Being denied VA disability benefits
happens to many veterans with legitimate claims. Woods and Woods VA disability benefits attorneys fight for
veterans who were wrongly denied. Our VA disability benefit appeal attorneys are experienced. We know the
VA disability benefit system and can help you appeal. Click here to learn more about VA benefits appeals.
Experience Matters Our VA disability lawyers are experienced and know how to get veterans the benefits they
deserve. We are always attending and teaching at nationwide seminars on VA disability benefits. Click here to
learn more about how our staff helps veterans nationwide.
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